Molded in CLEAR PLASTIC!

U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-D • 1/400 Scale

KIT FEATURES
Under the command of Captain Jean-Luc Picard, the U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-D was the fifth starship to be named Enterprise “to explore strange new worlds and to boldly go where no one has gone before.” The Galaxy-class Enterprise-D was twice the length and had eight times the interior space of the Constitution-class ships of over a century earlier. This all-plastic kit of the U.S.S. Enterprise-D is 18 inches long when fully assembled, and features a removable saucer section and dome base with metal support rod. This special edition is molded in clear plastic, which allows the modeler the option of lighting the kit. (Light kit not included.) Kit includes standard marking decals and complete instructions.

- INJECTED IN CLEAR PLASTIC FOR LIGHTING (light kit not included)
- Dome base with ball jointed metal rod included
- Features removable saucer section
- All pennant, registry, marking and life boat decals included

ORDER TODAY

U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-D Aztec Decals

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2016
MKAO19/12
U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-D Aztec Decals
1/400 SCALE
CASE PACK: 12

This decal set supplies extensive “aztec” panel decals which represent the detailed surface decoration of the U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-D model used during the filming of Star Trek™ Generations. The decals have been specially engineered to fit the 1:1400 scale model kit by AMT. They are compatible with setting solution. The decals cover nearly the entire model, though paint is required in some areas to completely match the filming miniature. This set of decals consists of over 125 decals and includes placement instructions.

- 4 full color sheets
- Placement diagram included
- World class quality decals manufactured by Cartograf
- Based on paint scheme featured in STAR TREK™ Generations
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